
U.S. Fkarful of Repercussions 

Massive Hunt Under Way to Locate 
H-Bomb Lost in Crash Over Spain 

Paris Match note 

CRASH SCENE—Part of wrecked jet in farmer's field near Palomares, Spain. 
?/2' itft 

By Howard Simons 
Washincton Post Stet Writer 

What promises to be the most Intensive of the State Department and the approval 
and expensive search for man or object of the White House, is convinced beyond 
ever conducted by the United States is now all doubt that the bomb cannot be recov-
under way for a missing American hydro- ered by the United States or anyone else. 
gen bomb. 	 This is not the first- atomic or hydrogen 

The search— on and just off the south- BIlittalat by the United States. Somewhere 
eastern coast of Spain—will continue until In the soft soil of 'North Carolina, near 
the bomb is found or Secretary of Defense Goldsboro, Is buried a hydrogen bomb minus 
Robert S. McNamara, with the concurrence 	 See BOMB, A7, Col. 1 



which, If it fell into the wrongjcient, there is a psychological 
sands, could enable an enemy see acroaLtlie Rt_ 
ti perfect countermeasures mares and a =ear-age curse 
against the radar. 	 on its tomato crops. Moreover, 

Its explosive trigger. The 
search for this weapon, one 
of tens of thousan 
r ca' --110CTegr" en , ils e 

irosiatita'7Effitary,When a B-52 
ashed, until late May, 1961, 
hen the bomb was given up 
r lost. 

,.Other atomic and hydrogen 
libmbs—the number is secret 
-c-have been deliberately jet- 

th
oned at sea, to lighten the 
ad of a disabled bomber, 
en a crash of the bomber 

Was imminent. 
Already thousands of men 

eve spent 37 days and nights 
t a cost of millions of dol-
ars and accompanied by a 
lotilla of 20 ships ranging 
om the Nation's newest 
eep-d lying oceanographic 
ubmarines to minesweepers 

looking for the missing H. 
mb near the Spanish village 

f Palomares on the 1Viediter-
anean coast. 

Already this search — and 
e few facts that have oozed 
rough a nearly impenetrable 
ficial silence — has raised 
plomatic, military and pay-
°logical fears here, in Spain, 

nd in a number of other 
laces abroad. The silence has 
een imposed by the Spanish 

government and honored by 
the United States government. 

• There are dark hints, and 
ey are no more than hints, 
at other supersecret equip-
ent was lost, equipment that 
ould still have to be found 
ven if the hydrogen bomb it-
lf were recovered. One sug-
stion is that targeting in 
rmation was lost, which, 

I fell into the wrong hands,  
c uld strengthen an enemy's  
a defense and weaken Arn- 
e can offensive capability. An- 
o er possibility Is a lost radar 
fuse, which helps to serve to 

a hydrogen bomb and 

• There Is a deep concern 
that the missing bomb or even 
key pieces of the weapon, if 
it fell Into anyone else's hands, 
could provide in various 
degrees valuable information 
for making and setting off 
atomic bombs. 

• There is a measure of 
ety that the Spanish bomb 

cadent might cause far-reach-
g diplomatic and military re-

ercussions that could AgROve 
he PnitesLaStatew-et iterpres-
ncEiedom to carry.,,theeRree 
orld's nuclear defense wher-

ever it is needed. tiV1-mt5 
• Though American officials 

are satisfied that there is no 
health hazard to the Spanish 
villagers subjected to radia-
tion as a result of the acci- 

officials frankly admit they 

the contaminated clisl in the 
one said: "We sure 

on't want to Inter it as a 
onument to the accident." 
The story of the Spanish 

bomb incident began on the 
morning of Jan. 17 as 
B-52 "Stratofortres.s" 
Seymour Johpson Air'' orce 
Bass in N 	 aimed 
toward a ren 	ous with a 
KC-135 	sent aloft from 
an Air Force Base at Moron 
in Spain. 

The B-52, gaining fame over 
Vietnam where it has been 
unloading tons of convention-
al bombs, is the aging "heavy-
weight" of the Strategic Air 

!Command. It flies more than 
650 miles an hour; can reach 
an altitude of 50,000 feet; can 
fly 12,000miles before refuel-
ing. its p ary aim is to 
carry a n ear payload to the 
enemy. 

On y given day or night 
a ufnber of B-52s are on "sir-

e alert," euphemistically 
ed "training flights," some-

ere over the Free World. A 
" aining flight" can become 

deadly mission once a B-52 
w receives the proper cont-

ends to strike In nuclear 
ger. 
At approximately 10:15 am. 

EST the two Air Force planes 
collided. There were survivors 
and there Is an accident re-
post, but its details are not 
known. 

One explanation is that the  

B-52 overshot Its mark—an 
extended 47-foot refueling 
boom stretching out from be-
hind the tanker. M the boom 
was being maneuvered into 
the proper position, It ripped 
up the E-52's back like a can 
opener, taking the tanker's 
tail off, too. 

Among the debris from 
both planes that plummeted 
31,000 feet to the earth near 
Palomaa-es were lour un-
armed_ hydrogen _bombs ollk 

galtet_12m. They appar-
ently look, weigh, and are 
shaped like World War II 
"blockbusters" and are indis-
tinguishable as H-bombs to 
all but the experts. 

The difference, however, is 
that each of the four hydro-
gen bombs that fell repre-
sented a megaton of 'destruc-
tion. This is a punch equal to 

a million pounds of TNT or 
roughly 500 Hiroshima-type 
atomic bombs. 

No one will say whether 
the four bombs dropped to-
gether in their rack or fell 

e at a time. There are indi-
tons that one or all fell 
th their parachutes, which 
e attached to the weapons 
let a B-52 escape being con-
ed in its own nuclear fire 

it unloads armed weapons 
an enemy, 

NEXT: The "fallout" on the 
Falomares peasant. 


